Life ticks as fast as how efficiently proteins perform their functional dynamics. Wellfolded/structured biomacromolecules perform functions via large-scale intrinsic motions across multiple conformational states, which occur at timescales of nano-to milliseconds.
Introduction
The magnitude of protein functional motions for folded proteins (or 'equilibrated' proteins) modulate the rates of their underlying physiological processes 1 . In principle, the wider the conformational spread is, the longer the time it takes. Such a relation is readily realized by analyses of a short molecular dynamics (MD) trajectory. Despite the tremendous software/hardware progress made to accelerate the simulations [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , it still requires weeks, if not months, to unravel the conformational spreads and time scales of fully solvated proteins/complexes with the hope that relevant functional motions can be resolved within the length of the simulations.
On the other hand, computationally cheap (taking seconds to minutes) elastic network models (ENMs) have been widely used to study the relative span (variance) of spatial distributions of atoms and predict conformational changes for two decades [7] [8] [9] [10] . These physically intuitive models have been used to study vibrational dynamics of all the proteins/supramolecules 11, 12 in Protein Data Bank (PDB) where the "directions" of proteins' conformational changes as observed by x-ray crystallography have been satisfactorily reproduced in hundreds of applications and in databasewide studies 13, 14 (see the caption in Figure 1 ). However, the absolute time scales and variances of functional modes cannot be directly assessed by ENM due to its harmonic approximation.
Functional modes, particularly, involve motions at large scales, wherein proteins traverse across multiple intermediate states (corresponding to local traps in the energy landscape; see the left and middle in Figure 1) , and therefore are anharmonic in nature [15] [16] [17] . In other words, the true challenge lies on how to properly define the "time periods" of these anharmonic modes, which cannot be simply inferred from the length of the simulation (a small protein can travel several times on a given normal mode in a long MD simulation). Once defined, efficient and accurate methods are needed to predict the "time periods" and absolute variances of these anharmonic modes. [15] [16] [17] ). ENM-approximated harmonic energy landscape forms an "envelope" that outlines the real anharmonic energy landscape 14 (to the left in Figure 1) , which explains the observed correspondence between the theoretically predicted and experimentally characterized "directions" of conformational changes. However, the time scales and absolute spatial span of the modes, among the slowest and often functional, cannot be satisfactorily assessed given the harmonic approximation, which motivated us to design the current method to address the issue. The time scale estimated using the Intensity Weighted Period (IWP) method is introduced in this work (see below).
Below, we give an overview of the new methods for predicting the timescale and size of the dynamics of proteins using MD and ENM. Starting with MD, we perform Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to decompose the dynamics of the protein into Principal Components (PCs). We then introduce the Intensity Weighted Period (IWP) which we define as the timescale for each PC's motion. Combining the IWP with the Fluctuation Profile Matching (FPM) method, the timescale of the slowest motions captured by experimentally measured dynamical profiles such as NMR root-mean-square-fluctuations (RMSF), anisotropic displacement parameters (ADPs) and NMR order parameters can be predicted, where the last one is used to validate our method. IWP and FPM relies on performing computationally expensive MD simulations. Instead, we use ENM and found two power laws relating each ENM mode's eigenvalue with its timescale and variance, respectively. Finally, we apply the two power laws for analyzing ribosomal motions. 
, respectively, are used to describe the vibrational relaxation process that mimics a damped harmonic oscillator. In addition, because the Fourier transform of an exponential function is a Lorentzian function 18 , we can also obtain τr from fitting the entire power spectrum using a Lorentzian function. However, the resulting τr is much smaller than τc with a fitting correlation close to zero (data not shown). (Inset) Theoretical profile of one particle oscillating in an underdamped regime. The equation comparatively shows the equivalent decay and oscillation rate of the autocorrelation function. The vertical arrow indicates the time period, which in this illustrative example is 2π/5.
Results

Overview
Previous analyses of MD trajectories have revealed that the autocorrelation function of the protein's deviation from the mean structure 19 or velocity 15 , projected along a certain PC, especially with large and medium variance, appears as a damped harmonic oscillator (Figure 2) . We tried several methods to properly define the period, or "timescale" in this context, of the damped harmonic oscillator for a PC mode. Among them, the IWP method appears to be the most general and can best reproduce the observed timescale of the MD-sampled oscillatory behavior ( Figure   2 ). The IWP is the intensity weighted average of the periods from the power spectrum for a specific PC's autocorrelation function per the Wiener-Khintchine theorem (WKT) 20 . Meanwhile, the FPM method identifies subsets of PCs that can best reproduce (with the highest correlation) the experimentally measured dynamical profile and then assign the IWP of the slowest PC as the timescale of the profile. The subsets of PCs are generated by removing the top-k slowest PCs derived from long MD simulations. This is because we have previously 21 shown that deletion of the slowest ENM modes does not change the correlation between the predicted and experimentally observed B-factors, suggesting that dynamical profiles such as B-factors or anisotropic displacement parameters (ADP) do not include the protein's slowest motions given the confined crystalline environment. In this study, we employ one of the most widely used ENMs, the anisotropic network model (ANM) 10, 22, 23 . It was known that the mapping of PCA mode and ANM mode is not a one-to-one relationship; a slow PC (ANM) mode is best interpreted by a few slowest ANM (PC) mode 24, 25 . FPM provides a robust mapping between a PC mode k and an ANM mode k' (or an experimental variable) when the variance comprising all the PC modes higher than k has the highest correlation with the variance comprising all the ANM modes higher than k' (see Supporting Information for details). The experimental variables here include NMR order parameters, ADPs from the X-ray structure and RMSF of NMR-solved structures of ubiquitin. To use the ANM as a convenient molecular timer and sizer, we match each ANM mode to a PC mode using FPM. Then, the timescale and variance of an ANM mode are assigned by those of the matched PC mode. We observe that the eigenvalues of ANM modes has a power law relationship with their assigned timescales and variances. Applying the aforementioned procedure to three protein systems, we derive master equations for time and size of protein motions as power laws of ANM eigenvalues. We confirm the size power law by reproducing the observed ribosomal body rotation and estimate the time-scales for ribosomal body rotation and head swiveling motions to a narrower range than what was suggested by MD simulations and experiments.
Determining the time scales of the anharmonic modes
To estimate the true time scale of a PC mode, we first performed a 600-ns MD simulation for the 76 amino acid signaling protein, ubiquitin 26 (PDB ID: 1UBQ). PCA analysis 27 was carried out on the trajectory of the first 72 residues of ubiquitin which are not intrinsically disordered. In short, the covariance matrix, <∆R∆R T >, is constructed using a deviation matrix Q and decomposed into its corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors such that:
respectively, the number of protein atoms in the analysis and the number of snapshots. Each column in Q represents the deviation of a given snapshot from the mean structure, while each element in that column is the deviation of a given atom in the x-, y-or z-dimension. V3N3N is the eigenvector matrix containing 3N eigenvectors (or principal components, PCs), each of which is 3N-dimensional. is the 3N  3N diagonal matrix of rank-ordered eigenvalues (from large to small).
The snapshots were projected onto all the PCs 15, 27 to constitute a projection matrix U3NM as
where the row k in U, uk = [uk,0, uk,1, …, uk,M-1], contains the projections of M snapshots onto a given PC eigenvector Vk for the k'th PC mode. Each snapshot of the protein structure is a scalar value (PC mode coordinate) on the mode k.
M snapshots projected on mode k together with padded M zeros result in a projection series ( ) = { 0 , 1 , … −1 , 0 , 0 +1 … 0 2 −1 }, based on which the autocorrelation function for the mode k is calculated as follows. Let ̃( ) = { 0 , 1 , … 2 −1 } be the Fourier transform of ( ) , and the spectral density of the process ( ) can be defined as
According to the Wiener-Khintchine theorem 20 , the autocorrelation function of ( ), ( ), can be calculated as the inverse Fourier transform of the spectral density ( ) such that
where, = /2 is the frequency. The mathematical and computational implementation details are provided in the Supporting Information. behavior, which can be approximated as a harmonic oscillator in underdamped regimes (illustrated in the inset of Figure 2 ). Our purpose here is to define a reasonable "time period" for such a process, which will be inferred as the time scale (or "one period") of mode k.
We initiated three attempts to define the time period of the PC mode. For the first one, we approximated the relaxation of ( ) from unity to zero (the first time it hits a value barely larger than zero) as an exponential decay with a relaxation time constant of τr. Because the Fourier transform of an exponential function is a Lorentzian function 18 , we can also obtain τr from fitting the entire power spectrum using a Lorentzian function, in contrast with fitting ( ) within a limited time range [when ( ) > 0]. For the second method, we define the characteristic time constant τc, as the integration of ( ) over the simulation time divided by (0) which is equal to τr if ( ) is indeed an exponentially decaying function. For the third attempt, we simply take the intensity-weighted average of the periods in the power spectrum of (ω) such that:
where ( ) is the intensity (or "weight") for the frequency component ωi (ωi -1 is its corresponding period). As shown in Figure S1 . Therefore, we choose τw to describe the time scale of a PC mode derived from the MD trajectories.
Determining the time scales of experimentally observed dynamical variables
The spatial distribution of every residue (or every atom) in a protein near its folded (equilibrated) state can be observed by Cα RMSF of a NMR-resolved structural ensemble 27 , NMR order parameters 28 and x-ray crystallographical anisotropic displacement parameters (ADPs) 29 . Plotting the dynamical value for each residue against its residue index results in so-called "observed fluctuation profiles" (oFPs) (Figure 3 , top, black circles). Every residue has one magnitude of RMSF, one order parameter and 6 ADP values (including variance xx-, yy-, zz-and covariance xy-, yz-and xz-components 29 ). Concurrently, we derive the theoretical counterparts of these measured variables from a MD snapshot-derived covariance matrix, <∆R∆R T >MD,k, comprising all the PC modes ≥ k th mode (lower PC modes have larger variance)
where Va is the eigenvector with its corresponding eigenvalue, a, taken from the diagonal of  in eq 1 for the a'th PC mode.
Next, we use FPM to find the k that can best reproduce the oFPs of interest, we seek the optimal k where the profile derived from <∆R∆R T >MD,k has the best agreement with the oFPs by having Figure S2a .
The NMR order parameters, S 2 , describes the order of the backbone -NH bond vector rij = (xij, yij, zij) pointing from atom i to j (herein, i is N, and j is H) which can be approximated as 27,31,32
Here, the length of rij is normalized to unity. The angular brackets denote averages taken over the M snapshots; herein M = 6,000,000 or 1,200,000 are for the 600 ns and 120 ns trajectories, respectively. S 2 takes on values between 0, for freely rotated bonds (disordered), and unity, for perfectly "ordered" bonds. PCA is carried out for all the heavy atoms plus the hydrogen atoms in the amino (-NH) groups along the backbone of ubiquitin on the long 600-ns MD simulations and the associated five-constituent 120-ns sub-trajectories.
Through FPM, it was found that τw,k=191 = 2.34 ns and σ 2 k=191 = 0.44 Å 2 (Figure 3c and see correlation as a function of PC mode index, peaked at the mode 191, in Figure S2b ), characterizes the time scale and size of motion for the observed order parameter profiles 28 . When we applied the current method to shorter trajectories, it was found among five 120-ns simulations that the S 2 exp profile consistently maps to the PC modes with τw values between 0.7 ns and 1.0 ns (see one 120ns result in Figure S3a) .
Hence, despite different simulation lengths being used, our method consistently reports a time scale of 0.7 ns and 2.3 ns for this set of dynamics variables characterized by the NMR relaxation experiments, consistent with the correlation time of methyl symmetry axis motion (300 to 500 ps) 33 using the extended model-free approach, while the "back-calculated" analysis of spectral densities using MD simulations reported time constants of 0.6, 0.9, and 1.5 ns 34 .
We observed that S 2 MD,k=1 shows slightly larger (less ordered) bond fluctuations than S 2 exp (Figure S3b) , which implies that within the 600 and 120-ns timeframes, the protein samples a wider conformational space than that sampled during the NMR relaxation experiment.
Using the herein proposed method, which integrates PCA, WKT, IWP and FPM, we investigated the time scales of three types of experimentally determined dynamic variables.
Determination of time scales of the ENM modes and inference of time scales from the ENM eigenvalues
It is cumbersome to repetitively perform long MD simulations every time to characterize the time scales of experimentally observed dynamics variables. Here, we devised a computationally light molecular timer that can estimate the time scales of modes from anisotropic network model (ANM) 10, 14 . To realize this, FPM of RMSF profiles derived from ANM modes and from MD PC modes was used to map each ANM mode to a PC mode. The ANM derived covariance matrix, For the case of ubiquitin, ANM mode 1 is mapped to PC mode 5 therefore it is assigned the time scale, τw,k=5 = 27.03 ns (Figure 4a) . Similarly, the RMSFANM for modes 4 and 10 are mapped to PC modes 7 and 11 with the corresponding time periods τw of 21.95 and 14.87 ns, respectively.
This suggests that the motions described by the first 10 ANM modes for ubiquitin, or the slowest end of ANM, should occur within the timeframe of 13 to 28 ns (see Figure 4b) . Fitting the ANM's with the tANM's we obtain a power law for ubiquitin, (ns) = 52.6011 × −1.3524 .
To extend the applicability of this method, we apply the aforementioned method to two other proteins. We performed PCA+IWP analysis on the 200-ns MD trajectories of an FGF2 monomer (126 residues; PDB ID: 1BFG) and HPNAP (144 residues; PDB ID: 1JI4) to derive time scales (τw) of each protein's PC modes. Then, we combined the mapped time scales of the ANM modes and the corresponding eigenvalues for these three proteins (ubiquitin, FGF2 and HPNAP) to derive the general power law (ns) = 86.9387 × −1.8886 (Figure S4a) . We would like to acknowledge that the general power law derived here from the three proteins of different sizes (length) is nowhere final and presented as a seminal effort for further studies and improvements.
Although the dynamics is apparently a function of protein sizes as well as internal topology, we noted that a correlation can be found between the eigenvalues of the slowest modes and the corresponding protein sizes (Figure S4b) , which implies that considering eigenvalue alone could have taken into account the protein size effect in our power laws.
In the next section, we will show that good predictions of time scales for many dynamics variables can be obtained using this general power law. Thus, a simple molecular timer that characterizes functional motions of biomolecules is obtained. Figure 4b summarizes the time scales of all the discussed experimental observables and ANM modes of interest.
Verification of the general ANM power law via the dynamics analysis of ubiquitin, FGF2 and HPNAP
To validate the applicability of this general power law, we now examine the estimated time scales of the experimental RMSF and ADP profiles (Figures 3a and 3b and HPNAP, we found the time scale of each ANM mode predicted by the general power law closely agrees with that estimated from FPM+WKT, with correlations of 0.95 for FGF2 and 0.93 for HPNAP, respectively.
Derive ANM power law for the sizes of functional motions
Since each ANM mode has been mapped to a PC mode, one can describe the PC mode variance 
Analysis of ribosomal motions
The power laws are applied to analyzing the ribosomal body rotation motion (ratcheting) 11, 35 between the 30S and 50S subunits of the Thermus thermophilus ribosome 35 , which is essential for ribosomal translocation during protein translation 36, 37 . We perform ANM analysis on the non-rotated ribosome conformation and the 25 th slowest ANM mode is identified as the ratcheting 38, 39 .
The estimated timescale of the ribosomal body-rotation (ratcheting) according to simulation 40 and stopped-flow 37,41 is between >1.3 µs and <5.0 ms, respectively. Individual power laws estimated from ubiquitin and FGF2 predicts the timescale to be between 11.5 µs and 651.9 µs, respectively. However, the HPNAP-derived power law estimates a timescale of less than 1.3 µs, inconsistent with the simulation results 40 . Therefore, for predicted time scales longer than 600 ns, which is the longest simulation we conducted to derive the previous power laws, we adopt the power law derived from only the two proteins ubiquitin and FGF2, which gives (ns) = 65.4392 × −2.1386 (see Figure S5 ). With this power law, we obtain a timescale of 327.5 µs for the ribosomal ratcheting motion (see timescale estimates for all the slowest ribosomal normal modes in 
Discussion
In this study, we show that the distributions (or profiles) of dynamical variables can serve as a hallmark to suggest the underlying time scale and variance needed to produce such distributions.
Using FPM, the dynamical profile can be mapped to a specific ANM mode whose timescale and variance can be estimated by two tentative power laws established in this study from running long MD simulations, PCA, IWP and FPM.
The two power laws we derived are combined to give 〈 2 〉 = 0.1223 1.3282 . Therefore, for the motions (variance) of the same size (〈 2 〉), a harmonic oscillator travels the fastest ( 2~〈 2 〉) 10 , followed by a "guided" (structure-encoded) diffusion motion ( 1.33~〈 2 〉) along functional modes for a solvated protein, and the slowest (the least efficient) goes to the free diffusion (~〈 2 〉) 20 .
The guided motions take much longer time than what harmonic oscillators would anticipate for particularly large amplitude motions, while the difference between the two is negligible for small conformational changes (fast motions). The result can imply delicate time controls in biological functions at the molecular level. In that, higher-order structures (e.g., translating ribosome) or enzymes central to the signal cascade (e.g., phosphorylation-executing adenylate kinases) would take a much longer time to involve large conformational rearrangements in executing critical functions to ensure that the event is rare and manageable, compared to what is needed for housekeeping proteins, such as lysozyme or ubiquitin, to maintain homeostasis. We expect that the introduced molecular timer and sizer with its accompanying theories can aid in our quantitative understanding of functional and anharmonic motions of biomolecules. The codes for performing the analysis are available on https://github.com/Hong-Rui/bioStructureM.
Methods
The details of the methods of this study can be found in the Supporting Information.
MD simulations
Detailed simulation protocols have been previously reported 42 . Briefly, a 600ns MD simulation for Ubiquitin was performed using the PMEMD module of AMBER 10 with the ff99SB force field 43 , while CHARMM36 44 force field was used to perform 200ns MD simulations for FGF2 and HPNAP with NAMD 2.10 45 . The TIP3P model was used, and the distance between the outer most protein atom and the closest simulation box face in the initial setup was 20 Å. All systems were brought to thermodynamic equilibrium at 300 K and 1 atm using a weak coupling thermostat and a barostat. The equations of motion were integrated with a time step of 2 fs/step. The long-range Coulomb energy was evaluated using the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method. MD snapshots were stored at a rate no less than one snapshot per 1 picosecond. 
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